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Media Release

REVEZ CORPORATION DISRUPTS MEDIA
INDUSTRY WITH INTRODUCTION OF MEDIATECH
The company injects experiential innovation into Mediatech landscape with
acquisition of PGK Digital Networks

Singapore, 27 October 2020 – REVEZ Corporation (“REVEZ”), a homegrown innovationled technology player announced today that it has acquired PGK Digital Networks (“PGK”),
a Singapore-based media owner and operator of digital media networks, digital out-of-home
(“DOOH”) advertising networks and digital sport networks. The acquisition is a significant
boost to the Mediatech1 landscape as REVEZ extends its technology capabilities to create
greater value for PGK’s existing digital media networks and solutions. This move is
strategically aligned with REVEZ’s business vision for a full value-chain digitalization for
clients and partners in both private and public sectors, maximising end-to-end dollar spent.

Embedding experiential technology in conventional out-of-home media formats creates
compelling and dynamic DOOH experiences, which will effectively capture the attention of
digital natives and strengthen the impact of messages. The ground-breaking acquisition
synergises the knowledge and assets of both REVEZ and PGK to jointly differentiate
themselves from traditional media experiences. A record-holder for “Singapore’s Largest
Provider of Customised Multimedia Solutions for Museums and Galleries” in the Singapore
Book of Records in 2018, REVEZ is known for their immersive multimedia technologies
involving augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), artificial intelligence (AI) and advanced
interactivity while PGK, with decades of experience and owning one of the largest DOOH
media networks provides the base for reaching out to millions of viewers in real time.

-more-

1

Mediatech refers to the incorporation of technology to optimise engagement or outcomes between media format
and audience.
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“I have personally known and partnered PGK for over 10 years so I have witnessed their
growth first-hand, from pioneers in the field to a market leader today. This partnership kicks
off a very exciting journey as we disrupt the Mediatech landscape with our performancedriven and Creativetech solutions. Together, we want to transform the digital advertising and
DOOH media landscape in more markets and grow the company’s footprints globally,” said
Mr Victor Neo, Group CEO of REVEZ Corporation.

Mr Giulio Dorrucci, Founder and CEO of PGK Digital Networks added, “Experiencing
REVEZ’s exceptional success confirmed my belief that visionaries can indeed succeed
against all adversities and reshape industry dynamics. The partnership between PGK with its
established national media networks and REVEZ with its suite of cutting-edge creative
solutions is a powerful differentiator setting us apart from other conventional media owners.
Interactivity and Programmatic Advertising will be our next frontier to instantly bridge the gap
between our outdoor messages and the millions of residents, professionals, shoppers and
commuters we reach every day.”

Both headquartered in Singapore, REVEZ and PGK will leverage each other’s domain
knowledge and extensive networks to offer an exceptional value proposition to their clients
and partners. By incorporating innovative, tech-enabled media solutions to amplify
immersive content via new mediums, the joint forces will shape demand in the Mediatech
landscape and redefine traditional experiences.

-End-

About REVEZ Corporation Ltd.
REVEZ Corporation Ltd. prides itself as a leading CreativeTech Hub (also known as REVEZ Hub) that
delivers transformative experiences, innovative concepts and cutting-edge software solutions across
its business units. Since its incorporation in 2010, the company has worked with close to 100 clients
in the private and public sectors on over 200 projects, carving out an unparalleled niche in this fastmoving digital economy. Specialising in the design and development of integrated suites of solutions
by tapping on new technology, immersive multimedia, Artificial Intelligence (“AI”), Internet of Things
(“IOT”), Information and Communications Technology (“ICT”), Software-as-a-Service (“SAAS”),and
Creative & Content Service, REVEZ Corp. develops bespoke solutions that are scalable and flexible
to stay ahead of the evolving trends, enabling strategic partners to build a robust digital ecosystem.
For more information, please visit https://revezcorp.com.
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About PGK Digital Networks Pte. Ltd.
PGK Digital Networks is an established digital Out-of-Home media owner with decades of track record
in creating, implementing, owning, and operating innovative and award-winning digital media
networks and solutions deployed nationally in commercial and government sectors. PGK is also the
owner and operator of YOUTV Network, one of the Most Comprehensive National Media Network in
the country, reaching millions of viewers daily at house estates, neighbourhoods, community centres,
hubs, diners, coffee shops, food centres, retails, convenience stores, malls and resorts. PGK received
the prestigious Infocomm Singapore Awards for two consecutive years, the Asia Pacific ITC Alliance
Award as Best R&D and the Singapore Outdoor Advertising Award as Best Outdoor Media. PGK
founder was also voted as ADAsia Best People of the Year, was the recipient of the Spirit of
Enterprise Award, and winner of Asia Pacific Entrepreneurship Award. PGK is also ISO 40051, and
BizSafe Star certified. For more information, please visit http://www.pgkdigital.com.
For media enquiries, please contact:
Ms June Lim
REVEZ Corporation - Marketing & PR Lead
Email: june.lim@revez-motion.com
Contact number: (65) 82235938
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